By Liz Fujita ~ Daily Bull

Admit it – you’re tired of
having to download scandalous videos and pictures,
make a new pr0n folder,
password protect it, and
hide it deep within your
computer’s secret systems. According to Mozilla
Corporation, a new web
browser could be the best
solution to keeping dirty
pictures a secret.
“It could be possible to install a special web browser, tailored specifically for
things like pornography, /b/,
and things like that,” noted
a Mozilla representative
in a press conference last
Tuesday. “Then, you could
stash all your dirty laundry in
one place, in one program,
bookmarked and ready
for… enjoyment.” The idea
is perfect for the OCD, organized porn viewer.
The idea is that the brows...see The Internet is For on back

USG 2009-2010: The Big Closer
ByJohn Pastore ~ Daily Bull

to reduce some funding to groups who
had received what is over and above
what was necessary, to make up for the
re-girthing of others’ budgets.

And as it was the spirit of the age, so
closed the USG last week. The past three
weeks have seen more budget related
processes than the entire year before
hand, as student groups completed in
one grand movement the actions of The last massive batch of reimbursements
building and defending their budgets. for the year went through at the last
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you who received your allocations: lucky the Aquanauts, are willing to share) to
you! The vote was almost unanimous to compete in the other half of the NCAA
...see Money money money on back
accept them as listed, after a few tweaks

The sun was singing yesterday. It said to me:
BURN BABY BURN! DISCO INFERNO!

Monday MAD LIBS

The Daily Bull presents: Monday Mad Libs! Each Monday, we’ll feature Mad Libs for you to fill out an enjoy. Plus, if you fill it out and
think yours is the best and most hilarious, submit it to us at bull@
mtu.edu - we might just feature it in one of our issues!
Here’s how it works: fill in these blanks. Then flip the Bull over to
see a paragraph with missing words - add yours! ta da!
MAD LIB 1: The Magical Letter

MAD LIB 2: To Death Do Us Part

Male Name:_________________
Occupation:_________________

Kind of Transportation:

Noun :_____________________ ____________________________
Body Part:__________________ -ing verb:____________________
Color:______________________
Plural Device:_________________
Number :___________________
Different Job:_______________ Color:_______________________
Metal:_____________________
Animal:____________________
Exclamation:________________

Liquid:_______________________
Plural Noun:__________________

PIZZA
better than sex...
even good sex!

482-5100

won’t remember. Discount only on pizza and no extra discount
on specials or with a coupon. And no discounts if you piss us off!

News in Briefs:
Mozilla to Launch
New Porn Browser

The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like super bright sunlight!

10%
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But you gotta ask for it and show us your MTU ID—because we
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“A musicologist is a man who
can read music but can’t hear it.”
-Sir Thomas Beecham
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... The Internet is For from front

er, aptly titled FireFux, would be
installed only with various confirmations of age (to prevent young ones
from “accidentally” downloading the
program). All nasty content would
be directed only to FireFux - the
regular internet would be free from
porn! Imagine the possibilities of a
world with no scandalous pop-ups
leading to awkward... well, pop-ups.
Employers, obviously, could keep
their staff on task by putting administrative bars on the program’s installation. Schools, libraries, churches,
and so forth could follow suit.
Mozilla adds that this eliminates the
hassle of downloading obscene
pictures, videos, and chats to the
hard drive, making it less traceable
(snooping siblings/parents have less
access). The browser, of course, is
password protected to keep prying
eyes away. It also features various fingerprint and other-print recognition
for easy, secure sign-in.
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Privacy-freak web users can also rest
assured that hotkeys can be programmed to hide the window while
browsing, just in case of personover-shoulder situations.
The FCC remains hesitant to let FireFux hit the e-market due to its patently obscene name. “Although we like
the idea of having a garbage can on
the internet, we don’t know how we
feel about the name,” they noted.
“Why not something at least a little bit
more subtle? Oogle Chroh-oh-ohm,
or Inyournet Explorer perhaps.”
FireFux is still in its testing stage; too
many programmers and developers
have found the task of sifting through
the whole Internet’s collection of
porn a very distracting task.
... Money money money from front

MAD LIB 1: The Magical Letter

_______________ (male name) didn’t always know he was the greatest young ______________ (occupation) the world would ever see. He had a scar in the shape of a ______________ (noun) on his
____________ (body part), big __________(color) eyes, and messy hair. On his ____________(number)
birthday, a letter came in the mail, saying, “Dear ____________(same male name): Congratulations!
You are invited to attend Hogwarts School of ______________ (occupation) and _______________ (different job). You are encouraged to purchase a standard ______________ (metal) cauldron, a set of
scales, and your choice of a cat, an owl, or a/an _______________ (animal).” He of course said “
_________________ (exclamation)” , went to school, and saved the world.

MAD LIB 2: Up in the Air

Brought to you by Big-O

As the large ____________ (kind of transportation) passed by, Tyler was left __________ (-ing verb) in
it’s wake. He smirked to himself, and got out his __________ (plural device) working on them madly, with an obsession that could only be called religious. The screens flashed __________ (color) he
become covered in __________ (liquid) _____________ (plural noun). I guess I need to do laundry...

these decisions, having completed
their constitutionally mandated functions and having paid the stipends to
the Executive board, find their terms in
office over. The class election results
have been finalized. The USG that
meets next week, while composed of
parts of the USG of old, is technically
And now, those who have made all the first meeting of the 2010-2011
competitions they already do. Everything else budget related in these
interactions was mostly in preparation
for the next year, so if you’re morbidly
curious as to what to expect, copies
can be found next to the USG office.

Brought to you by Liz Fujita

USG. They’ve got a full meeting to
get up to speed, though half of the
membership seems to be carried over
directly from last year
What will we expect from next year’s
batch? Their bylaws have recently
been reviewed once again, and are
next to its office; provided a reasonable level of anal retentiveness is
brought along we can expect similar
exemplary performance. Provided
our state regulators remain greedy
boobs, we can expect tuition to go up
again. Provided the Graduate Student
Government gets its shit in order, we
can expect them to become a greater
source of funding for events on campus. Provided all the data for teacher
performance, floor space, and tuition
get in, we can analyze and put an end
to the Dr. Vable conundrum. Provided
the city of Houghton construction
crews don’t have to shield us from
a giant robot attack, we can expect
chunks of College Ave to be ripped
out, worked on, and replaced over

the summer. Provided we don’t have
some mad man interrupt the meeting,
we can expect the Student Health
Insurance System to be less badly
designed next year. And provided I’m
not grievously injured by PFRC activities
over summer, you can count on me
reporting on these and more next year,
late as usual.

